DOORDARSHAN KENDRA : BHUBANESWAR

PROG. HIGHLIGHTS FOR – DT : 20.06.2020 (SATURDAY)

6.00 AM  ARADHANA – JAGANNATHANKA DWADASHA JATRA
          BY – BABA SATYANANDA DAS & PARTY

6.30 AM  PALLISHREE – PRANI PALANARE ATMA NIUKTI

7.00 AM  DOCU. – GOBARDHANA PITHA, PURI

7.30 AM  CHANDA DHARA
         PTS – RAMAHARI DAS, KESAB CH. ROUT, KIRTAN NARAYAN PADHI

8.00 AM  REGIONAL NEWS (LIVE )

8.15 AM  1. VAISHNAV JAN TO, 2- DEVOTIONAL MUSIC

8.30 AM  TIKE KATHA HEBA (EXPERT – SUSANTA MISHRA (FILM DIRECTOR))

9.00 AM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES

9.02 AM  PROG. FROM DDK, BPN : (TOPIC : YOGA O’ TARA UPAKARITA)

9.30 AM  PROG. FROM DDK, SBP : (TOPIC : DRAMA – DEKH BHAI DEKH)

10.00 AM GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES

10.02 AM KISHALAYA – INTERVIEW WITH INTERNATIONAL HANDBALL PLAYER

10.30 AM JANA AJANA – QUIZ ON RATHA YATRA

11.00 AM GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES

11.02 AM TALK SHOW – NARI SIKHYA O’ SANSKRUTI

12.00 NOON  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES

12.02 PM RELAY DD-INDIA

2.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES

2.02 PM  RAGA ANURAGA (EXPERT - RAMAHARI DAS)

3.00 PM  MUKHYA SAMACHAR

3.02 PM  DANCE DRAMA – KABI DINAKRUSHNA

3.30 PM  TELE FILM – SUNA SAKALARA NAKSA

5.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES

5.02 PM  AMA CINEMA (EXPERT- PRASANTA NANDA)

5.30 PM  SHRAMA O’ SHRAMIKA KALYAN

6.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES

6.02 PM  SP : AMA CHASA (EP - 3/26)

6.30 PM  JHANKAR – SUGAM SANGEET
         BY – SEVARANI MOHAPATRA, KARUNAKAR SETHI

7.00 PM  SAMACHAR (LIVE)
7.30 PM  PARAMAPARIKA ODISHI GAYANA O’ JAGA AKHADA SANGITA
8.00 PM  PARIKRAMA (LIVE)
9.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
9.02 PM  RELAY DD-INDIA

PROG. HIGHLIGHTS FOR DT : 21.06.2020 (SUNDAY)
6.00 AM  CORONA O’ PRANAYAM
6.15 AM  (LIVE)–INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY – 2020 (BOTH IN DD-1 & DD-ODIA)
8.00 AM  REGIONAL NEWS (LIVE)
8.15 AM  JAGANNATH BHajan
8.30 AM  KATHA KATHARE – DHANESWAR SWAIN
9.00 AM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
9.02 AM  PARIKRAMA
10.00 AM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
10.02 AM  PROG.ON YOGA (TOPIC – 1- SARIRIKA O’ MANASIK SUSTHATA PAIN YOGA, 2- YOGA FOR WOMEN, 3- YOGA RU NIROGA)
11.00 AM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
11.02 AM  PROG. ON YOGA
           TOPIC : 1- QUIZ ON YOGA, 2- SUCCESS STORY ON YOGA
12.00 NOON  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
12.02 PM  RELAY DD-INDIA
2.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
2.02 PM  PROG. ON YOGA (TOPIC : 1- YOGA FOR CHILDREN, 2- YOGA CULTURAL PROG., 3- ODISHI DANCE ON YOGA)
3.00 PM  MUKHYA SAMACHAR
3.02PM  PROG. ON YOGA
           TOPIC : 1- HEALTH TIPS ON YOGA & ROSEI, 2- YUVA SAMAJ O’ YOGA
4.00 PM  BADI PALLA – NALA DAMAYANTI
5.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
5.02 PM  PLAY – BAI SI PABACHHA
6.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
6.48 PM  JHANKAR – SUGAM SANGEET
           PTS- PRATYASA DAS
7.00 PM  SAMACHAR (LIVE)
7.30 PM  SP : AMA LOKA KALA AMA Sanskruti (EP : 24/26)
8.00 PM  PROG. ON YOGA (TOPIC : YOGA RU AROGYA)
8.30 PM  DANCE DRAMA – JUGE JUGE JAGANNATH
9.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
9.02 PM  RELAY DD-INDIA

PROG. HIGHLIGHTS FOR DATE – 22.06.2020 (MONDAY)
6.00 AM  ARADHANA – SRI JAGANNATHANKA PARAMA BRAMHATWA
           BY – RAJAT KUMAR KAR
6.30 AM  PALLISHREE
7.00 AM  HELLO ODISHA (BREAKFAST SHOW) (GUEST – GARGI MOHANTY)
8.00 AM  REGIONAL NEWS (LIVE)
8.15 AM  1. VAISHNAV JAN TO, 2- DEVOTIONAL MUSIC
8.30 AM  JAGANNATH BHAJAN
9.00 AM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
9.02 AM  PROG. FROM DDK, BH.PATNA  (TOPIC : SAMANWITA YOGA)
9.30 AM  PROG. FROM DDK, SAMBALPUR (TOPIC : DRAMA – JHATKA)
10.00 AM GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
10.02 AM SP : ITI CLASS ROOM (EP : 69)
10.30 AM SP : ITI CLASS ROOM (EP : 70)
11.00 AM GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
11.02 AM SP : EDUSAT (EP : 89)
12.00 NOON  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
12.02 PM  RELAY DD-INDIA
2.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
2.02 PM  SP : POLYTECHNIC CLASS ROOM (EP : 69)
2.30 PM  SP : POLYTECHNIC CLASS ROOM (EP : 70)
3.00 PM  MUKHYA SAMACHAR
3.02PM  AMA ROSEI – (TOPIC : 1- BESANA PURI, 2- POTALA)
3.30 PM  SP : EDUSAT (EP : 90)
4.30 PM  ODISHA DARSHAN (TOPIC : GADAKUNJA KUNJABIHARI)
5.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
5.02 PM  SAHITYA SURABHI
          TOPIC : SAMPRATIKA ODIA KATHA SAHITYA O’ SHREE JAGANNATH
5.30 PM  AJIRA NARI – (TOPIC – MO JEEVANA MO SAFALATA)
6.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
6.02 PM  MUSICAL FEATURE - PADMABATI
6.30 PM  CORONA O’ SWASTHYA CHINTA
7.00 PM  SAMACHAR (LIVE)
7.30 PM  JAGANNATH BHAJAN
8.00 PM  DANCE DRAMA – BHAKTA DASIA
8.30 PM  SP : ASHARA SURUJA (EP : 87/156)
9.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
9.02 PM  RELAY DD-INDIA